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1. INTRODUCTION
Developing reusable and flexible sensor networks is an im-

portant task for context-aware applications. Previous re-
searchers have deployed several applications on sensor net-
works [3, 5]. These sensor networks are consisted of various
sensor nodes to monitor and control the environment. Since
these sensor networks are consisted of various sensor nodes,
developers need to take sensor deployment and application
design into consideration at the same time to achieve their
goals. It is a great challenge for developers to deal with low-
level sensor controls while designing policies to interact with
users. The flexibility of sensor networks is inherently lim-
ited by its design. Therefore, to make developers focus on
application design without concern for any hardware issues
is very important.

Some researchers have proposed the middleware solution
to improve the flexibility of sensor network [4, 7]. By build-
ing a virtual machine on top of each sensor node, it is easy for
developers to program the nodes using a predefined instruc-
tion set. The provided instruction set is an assembly-like
language which brings limited assistance to developers. OA-
SiS is a programming framework for middleware solution [6].
It treats the unit of application functionality as a service so
that developers can compose the services to achieve their
goals. However, the services in this framework still need to
be redesigned when the application changes.

In order to improve the reusability of sensor networks, this
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Figure 1: MAPLE: a multi-agent sensor network architec-
ture. The rectangles with solid borders are agents.

paper proposes MAPLE (Multi-Agent Programming with Let-
ter Exchanges), a multi-agent architecture, to manage dy-
namic sensor networks. Each agent in MAPLE provides
specific service, such as sensor network maintenance, envi-
ronment perception, device control, service discovery, ser-
vice composition, and context reasoning. Each service cor-
responds to an instruction. Then, the agents can easily use
the services by wrapping the instructions as letters and send-
ing them to others.

2. DESIGN
The MAPLE architecture includes three layers (see Fig-

ure 1). Rectangles with solid borders represent the agents.
All practical sensors with different abilities are used in the
physical layer. The mediation layer is a communication in-
terface to simplify the procedure for fetching sensor data and
controlling actuators. In the application layer, the agents in-
teract with end users and provide high-level services.

Gateway
Gateways are the managers that supervises sensors with the
following instructions.

INSERT adds a sensor profile to an unused port when a
new sensor is attached. For example, a user plugs in a mo-
tion sensor to the analog port 3, places it on the desk, and
sets its sensitivity level to 10.

INSERT PORT=”A.3” TYPE=”MOTION” SENSITIVITY=”10”

LOCATION=”DESK”

UPDATE refreshes the profiles when the physical deploy-



ment changes. For example, a user replaces the motion sen-
sor on the analog port 3 with a sound sensor and all other
settings remain the same.

UPDATE PORT=”A.3” TYPE=”SOUND” SENSITIVITY=”10”

LOCATION=”DESK”

DELETE removes the stale profiles when sensors are bro-
ken accidentally. For example, a dog bites the sound sensor
on the analog port 3 and then the broken sensor will be re-
moved.

DELETE PORT=”A.3” TYPE=”SOUND” SENSITIVITY=”10”

LOCATION=”DESK”

READ acquires electrical signals from sensors. For exam-
ple, a user retrieves the data from the analog port 3 every 5
seconds.

READ PORT=”A.3” INTERVAL=”5000” RECEIVER=”USER”

WRITE controls the interaction with actuators in the real
world. For example, a user sends a signal to the digital port
0, and then the corresponding device will respond immedi-
ately.

WRITE PORT=”D.0” INTERVAL=”-1” RECEIVER=”Tester”

Master
Master provides two services, SELECT and SET, to search
and compose the other services on the same sensor network.

SELECT searches available services that fit the given con-
straints. For example, retrieving the agents with a motion
sensor in the living room.

SELECT NAME=”MOTION” LOCATION=”LIVING ROOM”

SET encapsulates the steps for achieving a given context or
gathering context information. For example, gathering the
luminance state on the desk every 5 seconds.

SET GOAL=”LUMINANCE” INTERVAL=”5000” LOCATION=”DESK”

Context Provider
Each context provider infers contexts from the sensor data.
For example, the motion level provider infers the status from
the given motion data.

INTERPRET MOTION=”400”

Application
Each application provides reminder or assistance to users.
For instance, the auto lighting application controls the lamp
on the ceiling according to the motion level at the desk.

SUBSCRIBE LOCATION=”CEILING,DESK”

3. IMPLEMENTATION
To demonstrate the usability of the MAPLE framework,

we build an application to lighting a lamp when the mo-
tion level in the office is high. Several different sensors are
deployed in a personal office. We integrate PL-PLAN [2]
planner into the JADE [1] platform to control sensors and
provide the instructions/services. In line 1- 2, the applica-
tion requests the motion level and the lamp state. After the
application makes a decision according to its build-in rules,
it sends a request to control the lamp in line 7.

Algorithm 1 The behavior of the auto lighting application

1: SET GOAL=”MOTIONLEVEL” INTERVAL=”1000” LOCATION=”DESK”

2: SET GOAL=”LAMPSTATE” INTERVAL=”1000” LOCATION=”CEILING”

3: while true do
4: // Receive the contexts

...
5: // Make a decision
6: if MOTIONLEVEL = HIGH and LAMPSTATE = OFF then
7: SET GOAL=”LAMP” INTERVAL=”-1” LOCATION=”CEILING”

8: end if
9: end while

4. CONCLUSION
Sensor network programming is a very challenging task

because application developers need to design not only the
sensor deployment but also their control strategies. In this
paper, we propose the MAPLE framework to simplify the
programming effort. It defines different agent roles to pro-
vide a variety of services in sensor networks, such as sensor
management and context inference. Therefore, application
developers can leverage the available services to design ap-
plications without worrying about the hardware. To sum-
marize, MAPLE can not only manage dynamic sensor net-
works but also help application developers reuse the services
in sensor networks.
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